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The MPA website at
www.mpaeds.org.my was under
construction for some time. We now
have resurrected the site with a 'new'
look. Surf the site and see for yourself.

The site was launched in 2000 with the
original creator and webmaster being 
Dr Iean Hamzah. He did a great job of
creating the site with an initial grant 
from Merck Sharp & Dohme (MSD). It
contained basic information with a short
history of MPA, some presidents' messages
and latest news about congresses and
updates on recent controversies worldwide.
The Book for Paediatric Nurses was also
made available on-line.

As with most things, a person working
alone on a project gets burnt out as he 
too needs to move along in life. Hence, the
site had to be put under construction for
about a year when this happened to Dato'
Dr Iean. It is now fully revived with a new
lease in life under a new webmaster, the
son of our Treasurer, Dr Musa Mohd Nordin.

Click onto www.mpaeds.org.my and
you will see the programme of our 9th
Congress of the Asian Pan-Pacific Society of
Paediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology
and Nutrition (APPSPGHN). There are now
many photographs that chronicle the
history of MPA, including the fun activities.
The history of projects carried out by MPA,
eg. Rumah Pendidikan Kesihatan dan
Pemakanan (RPKP), Positive Parenting,
Make it Safe for Kids, the Rat Race 2000

and many activities and information are just
a mouse-click away. For those who have
missed our congresses or lectures, you can
now go over the PowerPoint presentations
of the speakers who have given permission
to put them on our site. Surprisingly, the
site did not slow down despite the large
number of pictures that have been put in.

Links to the Asian Pacific Pediatric
Association (APPA) at
www.appassoc.org are now available.
We will be linking with the Hong Kong
Journal of Paediatrics
(www.hkjpaed.org) from where journal
abstracts and some full papers can be
accessed.

Now that you know, access the website
and enjoy. We welcome and look forward
to positive and negative feedback about
the website so that we can make it better.
When you receive your Berita MPA late,
you can now be updated through the
mpaeds website.2

Seen Our
Website Yet?
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From The President

Plans and activities

We had planned a nursing update (now postponed)
during the nine months and a surgical update for
paediatricians and trainees (now rescheduled to
August/September 2005). The industry-sponsored
continuing medical education talks on vaccines and
nutrition were carried out nonetheless. Our parent-
oriented programme, Positive Parenting (PP), went on
as scheduled with a PP Fair at the IOI Mall in Puchong
and a PP Seminar at the National Science Centre. The
latter was a running success with standing room of
300 participants (for a seating capacity of 280). The
five speakers (an obstetrician, two paediatricians, a
nutritionist and a child and adolescent psychiatrist)
delivered a complete package of information covering
conception through nutrition to behavioural problems.
Question and answer time was unstoppable. PP,
started in 2000, has proved to be a viable and upbeat
programme for parents that has made MPA more
visible and our expertise more accessible to the public.
I certainly hope that it will continue with the kind
support of the sponsors. It is an excellent example of
a three-way benefit for MPA, the sponsors and the
public at large; the so-called win-win-win formula.

In late 2004, we launched yet another public
education effort in the form of Make it Safe for Kids
(MISK) with an educational grant from Johnson &

Johnson. This is a child injury prevention programme
that will cover all aspects of injury prevention from the
home to the school and beyond, including child abuse
and neglect. Phase 1 of MISK covers injury in the
home with a demo house and the publication of the
MISK Home Injury Prevention Guidelines for Malaysian
Parents in three languages. The Technical Taskforce
members consisting of the MPA President, Dr Shyam
Puthucheary, Dr Mary Marret and Prof Krishnan have
gone through the booklet and decided on a reprinted
edition to allow for corrections made to the original
booklet. The Ministry of Health has kindly agreed to
print 15,000 Bahasa Malaysia copies, 15,000 English
ones, 5,000 Chinese and 5,000 Tamil ones for
distribution at MOH Health Centres and hospitals.

MISK in 2005 and 2006 will produce guidelines on
road traffic safety and safety outside the home. A
website is also in the offing. These are activities that
are meant for the public but distribution will be
through the paediatricians' clinics. We hope that MPA
members will make use of this and order copies of the
booklets so that these two projects can benefit as
many parents as possible. The secretariat for PP and
MISK can be reached at 03-5621 1408 (please note
that this is separate from the MPA secretariat that has
its hands full with other activities that involve the

Unfinished
Agenda

– Kids with Special Needs
The term of office for the current (2004-2005) Executive Committee only lasted nine months from our 2nd Asian
Congress of Paediatric Infectious Diseases (ACPID) in Sabah in September 2004 to the 9th Asian Pan-Pacific Society of
Paediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology and Nutrition (APPSPGHN) Congress in June 2005.  

Thoughts
President’s
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From The President

membership, the organisation of our congress and
many more things).

Kids with Special Needs

In the last year, MPA has been invited by the MOH to
provide input into the committees on Individuals with
Disabilities (Orang Kurang Upaya) and the Code of
Ethics on Infant Formula Products. Both are important
committees that will ensure that there is no
stigmatisation of individuals with special needs and
the preservation and promotion of breastfeeding over
other feeding practices. MOH has also revived the
Maternal and Child Health committee (renamed
Maternal, Neonatal and Child Health Committee),
another important committee that reviews our
maternal and child health services in the whole
country, and MPA has been invited to
be in this committee.

This year, the Ministry of
Education has reactivated a
Council on Special Education
and MPA is currently a
permanent member of this
large committee. MOE is now
very serious in trying to provide
proper education opportunities
for children with special needs.
Where they used to do this on
their own in the past, they are
now recruiting expertise from non-
governmental organizations and
universities to ensure that their aims
are met. Despite having integrated
classes for children with special
needs and policies that are clearly
well thought out, the implementation
leaves a great deal to be desired. All
of us know of some schools that are so disabled-
unfriendly that even normal children find it hard to
manoeuvre around the obstacles along corridors, etc.

Special education classes are now manned by more
trained and caring teachers in most schools in the
Klang Valley, but I do not have any feedback from
those outside, especially Johore which has the largest
number of special education classes in normal schools.
I would really appreciate some feedback from
paediatricians, nurses or parents on the special
education classes in their states. Even if these are
within the purview of the Ministry of Education, we as
paediatricians owe it to these children with special
needs to advise MOE and the schools if we see these
children being unjustly treated or ignored and
deprived of education.

In the management of children with special needs, we
now have an excellent network of Early Intervention
Programmes scattered all over the country. The
Community-Based Rehabilitation programme by MOH
has reached even the far reaches of the Sarawak
hinterland (much to the credit of the Sarawak State
Health Department). The main problem with kids with
special needs is their continuing education
opportunities. All of us have a problem of school
placement for children with borderline intelligence or
a spastic child with mild mental handicap, and we
know of many special kids whose parents have
decided on home tutoring because they have lost
faith in the educational facilities and system provided
in special education classes.

To the credit of MOE, they have simplified
the forms used for assessment of children
with special needs for educational
placement and they now have a simple
checklist that teachers can use to detect
dyslexia so that they can be sent to the
paediatrician and/or psychologist. The
constraint here is the number of
clinical/educational psychologists to go
round and the lack of posts of
psychologists within the public
hospital setup at the present time.
There is therefore an urgent need to
set up posts for psychologists
attached to paediatric departments
in all the MOH hospitals just as
some of the university hospitals
have done. This will further help to
speed up assessments for proper
school placements.

The child with special needs need our
voice to speak for them because they have none even
when they have grown up. I have to mention here the
achievements of an NGO called Dignity & Services that
has managed to get together a group called 'United
Voice' which comprises of young individuals with
special needs and created an independent life for
themselves with minimal supervision. The individuals
are obviously specially selected based on their ability
to be trainable, but in the past they would have been
left at home with no productive future to look
forward to. Now they look forward to a rewarding
day on waking up every morning just like the rest of
us 'normal' folks.2

Zulkifli Ismail
zulkifli@email.com
dr.zul.ismail@gmail.com
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The above symposium was jointly
organised by the Adolescent Health
Committee of the Malaysian Medical
Association (MMA), the Malaysian
Paediatric Association (MPA), the
Ministry of Health (MOH), Hospital
Permai, Federation of Family Planning
Association Malaysia (FFPAM) and the
Lembaga Penduduk dan Perancang
Keluarga Negara (LPPKN).

Introduction
The MMA and the MPA have been
actively involved in creating awareness
regarding adolescent health issues in
Malaysia. They were responsible for
organising the 1st National Symposium
on adolescent health in Kuala Lumpur
in 2003, followed by the second in
2004 in Penang. Spurred by the
success of the two previous events, the
organisers continued with the
organisation of the 3rd National
Symposium on Adolescent Health in
Johor Bahru in 2005. However, the
scope of this symposium has been
expanded to include participation of
youths and their parents as well as
other members of the community. 

The main objective of the symposium is
to create a platform for all those
interested in adolescent health to work
together towards improving the state
of adolescent health in Malaysia. It
provides a forum for exchange of
scientific knowledge regarding illnesses
that frequently affect adolescents, as
well as a look into the environment in
which adolescents are nurtured. It
hopes to bring together doctors,
paramedical personnel, educators, law
enforcement officers, parents and
adolescents under one banner, to
address issues of sexuality and violence
faced by the adolescent. With greater
understanding of adolescent issues,
more effective preventive measures can
be recommended.

Registrants
There were nearly 200 participants,
mainly from the medical sector. The
MOH had a strong contingent of
nearly 80 participants nationwide
including Sabah and Sarawak, and we
had one doctor from New Zealand.
The remaining 40 medical participants
were from the private sector, mainly
from Johor. We had about 50 young
participants from schools around Johor
Bahru, and the rest of the participants
(30) were parents and teachers.

Opening Ceremony
The guests of honour for the opening
ceremony were Dato Halimah, the
Johor exco for health, Dato Dr Sarah
Yaacob, Pengarah Kesihatan Johor,
Dato Dr Narimah Mat Awin, Director,
Family Health Development Division of
the MOH, and Dr Teoh Siang Chin, the
Vice-President of MMA. After a short
speech, Dato Halimah officially opened
the symposium. This was followed by a
sketch by the youth participants. It was
really good, depicting a young girl who
has trouble communicating with her

mother. She seeks solace in friends,
who influence her into a life of
partying. She gets into trouble by
becoming pregnant and, predictably
her boyfriend leaves her to her own
troubles. She seeks advice from her
equally ignorant friends, as she finds
that adults like her teachers and school
counsellors fail to get through to her.

Scientific sessions
We were honoured to have the
President of the International
Association of Adolescent Health (IAAH)
Dr Sue Bagshaw as a guest speaker. She
gave a very interesting review of the
global situation regarding sexuality  and
violence in adolescents. Coming from
New Zealand, her approach and
problems would definitely differ from
ours. She shared her experience in
setting up adolescent health centres in
New Zealand and encouraged us to
form a national association on
adolescent health whose members can
be any member of society who has an
interest in adolescent health. Youth
participation is the key to the success
of such an association.

3rd National Symposium on 

Adolescent Health
26-27th March 2005. 
Eden Garden Hotel, Johor Bahru, Johor.
SEXUALITY AND VIOLENCE IN THE ADOLESCENT - AN INTERSECTORIAL APPROACH`



The other speakers were Dr Sheila, Dr
Suarn Singh, Dr Aminah Kassim, Dr
Chandran as well as representatives
from Polis DiRaja Malaysia (PDRM) and
Jabatan Kebajikan Masyarakat.

Topics covered were the extent of rape
and incest, the psychological and
long-term effects on young minds
following rape and incest, and
rehabilitation services available for the
perpetrators and victims. We realised
how little support there is for the
pregnant single young woman.

Diseases related to the sexual and
reproductive systems, their incidence,
treatment and prevention were also
discussed. A special session on anger
management was given by Dr Aminah
and her team from Hospital Permai.

Safe sex and issues of unwanted
pregnancies, avenues to seek help and
preventive measures were other topics
presented. One of the unresolved
issues with input from various sectors
was contraception for unmarried girls.
For the moment it is against the law
to give contraception to unmarried
persons, but many doctors and
paramedical personnel dealing with
youths face the reality that youths are
sexually active, whether we like it or
not. For the sake of harm reduction

and damage control, many feel that in
some instances it is warranted that
they be given contraception. This will
prevent unwanted pregnancies and
the much-publicised cases of
abandoned babies.

Youth programme
Formulated by the Federation of
Family Planning Association Malaysia
(FFPAM), the ‘Reproductive Health for
Adolescent Module’ (RHAM) was used
as the module for the youth
workshop.

Facilitated by Ms Piaro and her team,
the 50 youths who attended the
workshop had a good time. Sex

education the fun way went down
well with youth participants; in fact,
many adults were seen enjoying these
sessions too. Issues of respect were
emphasised, especially respect
towards each other and respect for
the opposite sex. Once respect is
learnt, then violating others physically
or verbally becomes a non-issue.
Participants learnt to respect their own
bodies and avoid abuse in any way.
Topics included ‘Understanding My
Body’, ‘Taking Care of My Health’,
‘We Are Equal’, ‘Reproductive Rights
and Responsibilities’ and, on the final
day, they closed with the topics ‘Me
and My Values’ and ‘My Friends and
I’.

The participants were mainly from
schools in Johor, but we had some
from other states brought in by the
youth programme of FFPAM.

Parenting skills
A special module for parents called
‘Mutiara Kasih’ was facilitated by
LPPKN.

Mr Ponnu conducted this session with
about 30 participants consisting
mainly of educators (teachers) and
parents. Again, this session was so
interesting that many doctors chose it

rather than the
scientific
sessions. 

Conducted very
informally with
plenty of
audience
participation,
the session
emphasised
parents as good
role models.
Again, the issue
of respect for
each other and

respect for our children was
emphasised.

Social programme
Dr Kamruddin, the local organiser,
outdid himself with all the very
efficient support staff from Hospital
Permai. He managed to get the
Menteri Besar of Johor to host a
fabulous dinner complete with
entertainment from the Kumpulan
Budaya Johor - part of the same
group of dancers who accompanied
Siti Nurhaliza during her perfomance
at The Royal Albert Hall in London. So
it was a very entertaining evening. The
hotel venue is also a duty free
shopping outlet, so there was plenty

to do when not attending the
sessions.

Conclusion
This symposium was especially
interesting as we had attempted to
materialize the intersectorial approach
in handling adolescent health issues.
The Ministry Of Health
(MOH),Federation Of Family Planning
Association Malaysia (FFPAM) and
Lembaga Penduduk dan Perancang
Keluarga Negara (LPPKN) has joined
forces with Malaysian Medical
Association (MMA),Malaysian
Paediatric Association (MPA) and
Hospital Permai to address the issue of
Violence and Sexuality in the
adolescents. 

For the first time, we had concurrent
sessions for adolescents as well as
parents, with scientific sessions for
health professionals.

By the end of the symposium we
achieved a greater understanding of
violence and sexuality in adolescents.
The participants were able to network
with each other to achieve a more
cohesive and structured approach
when faced with adolescents with
related problems. The youth
participants had a great time, learned
coping skills in handling these
problems and were equipped with
some skills to counsel peers who have
related problems. 

Since all the stakeholders of
adolescent health were present, with
encouragement and support from Dr
Bagshaw we initiated the formation of
the `Malaysian Association Of
Adolescent Healthí, with me as the
president and Dr Mymoon from MOH
as the Vice president, Dr Sheila as
secretary and Dr Aminah as treasurer.
We had a very enthusiastic youth,
Faizul, as the youth representative,
and committee members comprising
doctors, nurses and a representative
from FFPAM.

The future looks bright for the
adolescent health committee as Dr
Teoh (by now he is the president) of
MMA has cordially invited us all to
`The Land Below The Windí for the
4th National Symposium on
Adolescent Health. For those who
have missed it before, you are most
welcome, and for the regulars, see
you  in Sabah!2

Dr Nazeli Hamzah
Chairperson ,Adolescent Health
committee, MMA & MPA
<nazelihamzah@hotmail.com>

Recent Activities
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Recent Events
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Kota Kuala Muda shot to instant fame after the
December 26 Tsunami tragedy. Now, fast-forward 
2 months, the dust had settled and presumably, life is
back to normal for the villagers - or is it? 

The Malaysian Medical Association (MMA) Kedah/Perlis in
collaboration with Malaysian Paediatric Association (MPA)
decided to find out by conducting a medical camp at the
heart of the tragedy-stricken area.

Therefore, on March 11, a group of 16 doctors, 10 nurses
(from Sungai Petani, Alor Star and Strand hospitals) and 13
medical students braved the blazing afternoon sun and
made our way there. For most of us, this was the first visit
there since the Tsunami disaster. 

As we drove along the narrow roads, the aftermath of
the tragedy was still evident despite cleaning and
restoring efforts. Ironically, the deep blue sea, so close
by, looked perfectly calm and inviting. Talk about split
personality - a perfect example.

At the hall of the Sekolah Kebangsaan Seri Kuala,
Kampong Padang Salim, Kota Kuala Muda, we made
our base and waited for the villagers to come. For the
first 20 minutes, not a single soul stepped onto the
school grounds. 

Hmm... Maybe they donít want to sacrifice their
afternoon nap to see a bunch of doctors, I thought.

However, proving me wrong, within the next half an
hour, the small hall was packed.

The camp was officiated by Tan Sri Osman Aroff. The
presence of the Kedah Menteri Besar’s representative
and the Director of Sungai Petani Hospital, Dr Harif
Fadzillah, made the day even more meaningful.

Villagers were swiftly registered and directed to the
various specialists. Basic health screening comprising of a
BP check, post-prandial blood sugar estimation and BMI
calculation was done. Minor ailments were treated and
more major ones were referred to the nearest district
hospital. Medications and vitamin supplements were
dispensed generously, thanks to our big-hearted
sponsors.

As for the paediatric team, we accomplished our mission
to de-worm most of the village children. We also made
use of this excellent opportunity to advise parents on
every paediatrician’s favourite topics, ie breast-feeding
and immunisation. Well, that is our bread and butter,
anyway.

The camp was a resounding success as evident by the
turnout of almost 300. At the end of the day, there was
a lucky draw session. The lucky ones walked away with
a huge hamper each, and a big smile to match. Doctors
not included, though! 

We stretched the camp an hour longer than scheduled
to entertain several latecomers. However, it was worth it,
seeing the satisfied looks on their faces. 

As they went home smiling, we packed up and left,
feeling worn out but definitely with fulfilled hearts.2

Dr Anu Ratha Gopal
Medical Officer, Department of Paediatrics

Sungai Petani Hospital, Kedah D A
March 11 2005

Medical
Camp
– Kota Kuala Muda



Positive Parenting

On February 21, 2005, parents from around the
Klang Valley flocked to IOI Mall in Puchong,
Petaling Jaya for the first Positive Parenting Fair of
the year.

MPA's purpose in holding Positive Parenting fairs is
to promote enjoyable family interaction. The fairs are
usually held at shopping malls in various cities
around Malaysia.

The theme for the fair at IOI Mall
was "Let Parenting Be Fun". And
fun there was, in the form of
games and contests. The Si
Putera/Puteri Comel contest drew a
large number of eager little contestants, just
bursting to show their talents in song and dance.
The contest was organised by Abbott Share & Care
World, main sponsor of the Positive Parenting
programme.

Fun and games aside, MPA also made some
medical screening and advice available to
attendees. For the first time, the Ophthalmologic
Society of the Malaysian Medical Association
(MMA) made its appearance at the fair. Over 150
children were checked for eye problems. Their
parents were given the relevant advice on what to
do about the problems and where to seek help.

The Nutrition Society of Malaysia (NSM), a partner
organisation of Positive Parenting, was also there for
nutritional screening of parents and children. This was
completed by nutrition counselling, together with tips
on exercise and physical activity by experts from the
Physiotherapy Department of Hospital Universiti
Kebangsaan Malaysia (HUKM).

Through events like these Positive Parenting fairs
and seminars, we hope to educate parents about
the issues involved with raising children today.
MPA's intention is to let Malaysian parents know
that they have a credible, dependable and easily
accessible resource in Positive Parenting.2

Family Fun 
at IOI Mall
Family Fun 
at IOI Mall
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Principle
• The IPA’s vision, mission and value must drive

proposed relationships with donors.
• Funding relationships must preserve and promote

trust in IPA.

• Funding relationships must preserve IPA control
over all proposed activities.

• Any IPA activity must promote children’s health
and/or the capacity of paediatricians to improve
children’s health.

• The IPA will not involve itself in endorsement or
marketing of specific products.

• IPA activities should be funded from multiple
sources whenever possible.

• Member societies must be accountable to explicit
ethical standards which are consistent with IPA
policy.

• IPA fully supports the International Code on the
Marketing of Breast Milk Substitutes and its
subsequent relevant resolutions (note: these are
not amendments but subsequent resolutions) of
the World Health Assembly. IPA restates its
position: “IPA has for many years strongly
advocated breastfeeding for infants worldwide and
will continue to do so.” It supports WHO’s recent
global public health recommendation - “exclusive
breastfeeding for six months followed by provision
of safe and appropriate complementary foods with
continued breastfeeding for up to two years of age
or beyond” (Resolution WHA 54.2).

Policy

1. Donations may be accepted for general or specific
purposes. Discussion and written agreement with
the donor are essential to ensure the donations will
be used appropriately and ethically for the purpose
for which they are given. If they are given to
support ethical research, IPA reserves the right to
publish actual results in appropriate publications
without censorship or influence from donors.

2. Donations will be acknowledged in the Triennial
Report of the Executive Director and President.

3. Donations will not be accepted from organisations
or industries directly engaged in: Production,
distribution, advertising, marketing or sponsorship
of:

•  Tobacco and tobacco products

•  Alcohol production for consumption

•  Arms production

Negative practices including:
•  Exploitation of children or child labor

•  Violations of the International Code of
Marketing of Breast-milk Substitutes

•  Other unethical marketing practices

•  Discriminatory business practices

IPA Policy on the Ethical Conduct of
Congresses, Workshops, Seminars, etc

1. Commercial exhibits must be for educational
purposes only and open only to registered
delegates. Examples of products include:

•  pharmaceuticals

•  technical equipments

•  educational tools

2. There will be clear acknowledgement of all
corporate sponsorships in Congress materials,
without use of product names or logos or awards.

3. Any conflicts of interest must be disclosed in
written documentation for: 

•  chairs of sessions

•  speakers at sessions

•  discussants at sessions (verbally, when
appropriate)

•  IPA programmes and publications

Examples of conflict of interest include:

•  employment of self or close family members in
commercial organisations relevant to the content
of the session

•  funding of research by commercial organisations

•  funding of delegate’s registration/travel/
accommodation at the meeting

Guidelines
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IPA Guidelines
For Relationships With Industry

Approved  a t  the  EC/SC  Februar y  2005 ,  to  be  amended  2008
IPA  Po l i c i e s  regard ing  donat ions  f rom Exte r na l  Organ i sa t ions
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The Climb
On arrival at the Park HQ around 10.30am we could see that
there were groups, mainly Mat Salleh's, before us in their 20s
and 30s who were beginning their trek upwards. I began to
wonder how a 44-year-old guy like me was going to make it
up to the top, especially when I had just recovered from a
serious bout of flu. I was still feeling lethargic and easily
tired, although I did not mention it or exhibit it to my
partner. I truly wanted to climb this mountain. Such was my
determination that I was willing to expose myself to the
perils associated with the high altitude. Upon registration, we
were given identification tags and assigned a local mountain
guide. We started off at 11.00am from the Park HQ, which
was already at an attitude of 1500m (already higher than
Gunung Jerai). We were taken on a Kinabalu Park van a
further 4km away to Timpohon Gate, the start of the summit
trail at an altitude of 1829m. How exhilarating it felt initially,
walking through the quiet jungle where the sweet silence
was interspersed with the sounds of chirping birds and
insects. Along the 6km route from the park HQ to the Laban
Rata Rest house, we were greeted at regular intervals by
‘pondoks’ or designated rest stations. When you are
arduously hiking up uneven ‘stairs’ with wobbling legs, the
pondoks provided much-needed breaks to gasp in more air
and water to quench the thirst. Drinking the untreated
mountain water which has been funnelled into large storage
tanks may pose a risk to those with a sensitive gut. We were
lucky not to suffer any intestinal upsets, as we had filled up
our empty drinking bottles at every stop.

Around the 3km mark, Dr. Guna had gone ahead while I was
plodding behind, which made me feel depressed. How was it

that my legs felt so heavy and stiff that every single small
step felt like one enormous task? Why was it that I was
feeling light-headed and on the brink of blacking out? This
could not be ‘mountain sickness’ -- I refused to succumb to
that. In my state of denial, I clambered up the remaining few
hundred metres using the very little energy that was left in
my post-flu-inflicted body.

In spite of the tortuous hike up to Laban Rata, we managed
to take a lot of photos which turned out quite beautifully.
However, the beauty of the mountain can never be captured
digitally nor by any famous artist or penned down in
anyone's writings.

Since Dr. Guna was so far ahead, our guide became my
personal guide. He was encouraging me to push on. Finally,
after the hundredth "sikit lagi sudah mau sampai", I sighed
with great relief upon sighting the Laban Rata Rest House. It
was already nearly 6pm and the wind was quite cold with
the temperature hovering around 10˚ Centigrade. Arriving
from the cold and stepping through the doors of the rest
house, I was greeted with such a comforting warm welcome
by the heated air inside. The sound of happy hikers
chattering and the clattering of cutlery of the ravenously
hungry diners enjoying their meal was more akin to the
‘warung’ atmosphere. I literally slumped into a wooden chair
and insisted that Dr Guna handle all the necessary
paperwork for our accommodation. We would have to take
our dinner and sleep till 2am to wake up and continue the
remaining 2.7km journey to the peak.

As I was sweating and feeling damp under my 3 layers of
clothing, I decided to quickly proceed to the room and have
a quick bath. As we placed our backpacks in the two-bunk

4. The IPA/Congress/other non-profit organisation’s logo
linked to child health will be the only logo displayed
on delegates’ kits, banners and scientific session
material.

5. IPA/Congress promotional material will be displayed
in a prominent manner. Any commercial material
must be secondary and much less prominent.

6. The use of commercial promotions on audio-visual
aids for scientific sessions is not permitted.

7. Research presented at the Congress must be
conducted in an ethical manner and, whenever

possible, institutional ethical review approval must be
documented. In the case of multinational research, all
countries involved must give approval.

8. IPA will provide space in the Congress venue for
promotion of breast-feeding.

9. Congress organisers must present a written
document to IPA stating that their Congress will be
conducted with strict adherence to IPA ethical
standards as set forth in this document.2

On Top of The
WORLD Part 2 
Last issue, we read of Dr Razif Abdul Razak’s decision to climb Mt Kinabalu in September 2004, and the

subsequent preparations. This issue, he tells us about the experience of climbing Malaysia’s highest mountain. 
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bedded room, we noticed that someone had already
occupied the other bunk bed. Well never mind, I thought, a
good night's sleep was much needed and was my immediate
concern. The public bathroom was a few doors away and the
hot water, a luxury at this altitude, was a soothing welcome
for my fatigued muscles. Feeling rejuvenated, I quickly put on
dry clothes and was sitting on the edge of my bunkbed to
don on my shoes. Suddenly the door opened and a Japanese
girl appeared before us. She looked somewhat surprised to
see Dr. Guna and me in the room. We exchanged
pleasantries with actually little comprehension of her
Japanese English. We were anticipating her male partner to
turn up any moment and true enough as we stepped out of
our room, there he was, in the same routine, greeting us in
quite reasonably good English. We felt worse off with no
knowledge of the Japanese language.

After a nice meal - just imagine, all the old ladies working as
porters lugging the gas cylinders, food, cans of drinks and
other utensils just to make us delicious, sumptuous meals at
a height of 3300m. Mountain climbers on other peaks just
eat the bare minimum of whatever food they can carry by
themselves, so anyone who has their meal at Laban Rata Rest
House high above the clouds must be thankful and grateful
to those porters.

We then proceeded to sleep but it was not much of a rest, as
the peace was interrupted by the pacing of climbers along
the wooden corridors and the noises kept reverberating
through the plank walls. Barely refreshed at 2.00am, we
started off to hike the remaining 700m climb to the peak,
which is equivalent to a 2.7km walking distance. The idea
was to be at Low's peak (4,010m), when the beautiful rays
of the sunrise bathed the sky.

Final Ascent

I was still in a state of extreme exhaustion and the remaining
steep rock obstacled hike posed a daunting task that, as
expected, made my pace very snail-like. I reached the 2km
checkpoint only at 5.30am, where I had the chance to rest
and perform the subuh prayers. I prayed in awe of the
greatness of God the creator of this majestic mountain and
the whole of the universe.

The last leg of the hike, utilising pre-planted ropes, was more
like a crawl up with me clambering slowly on all fours. I was
with a group of slow coaches, 3 guys and a 50-year old lady,
while Dr. Guna was way in front of me. At that moment, I
was cursing myself and wondering why the hell I got myself
into this. Every inch of my body was being tortured, resulting
in sheer pain and extreme agony. But this best describes the
old adage that to conquer a mountain, you need 99 percent
guts, determination and willpower. The night before, during
dinner at the rest house, a few hikers had opted out of the
final trek due to extreme tiredness. The same question was
posed to me by Dr Guna and my guide. I was never going to
concede or succumb to defeat - not after coming all this way
(it's not always that you can come to Sabah) and having
spent all the money with the meticulous preparation that I
had put in. By hook or by crook, I was going to make it to
the top of the world. There have been many instances when
climbers were not even allowed to proceed from Laban Rata
Rest House to the peak due to treacherous weather
conditions. Tonight was a crystal clear night filled with
numerous sparkling stars and a big round bright moon. How

could I come this far just to let this once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity slip me by? At sunrise, 6.10am, I was still not at
the highest point Low's peak but I could already see it, and
the sun made a magnificent lovely pattern of orange rays
above the clouds.

The remaining 5 of us ultimately reached Low's peak to
quickly take photos of our triumph around 7.00am. The peak
was almost deserted as most climbers were on their way
down. We could pose leisurely without the crowding of other
climbers. Despite the feeling of walking with a stiff lead-like
body, I was elated to be able to stand on top of the world.
The view was exhilarating but we could only stay for a few
moments due to the possibility of dangerously strong winds
and cloud formation. Mind you, there have been deaths of
lost climbers due to poor visibility.

Just compare, it took 7 hours to walk nearly 7km from
Timpohon Gate to the rest house while the last leg took me
about 5 hours to cover just 2.7km. The trip back to the rest
house was not at all easy, but I picked up a trick from the
guide, which was to walk fast on the steep plateau in a
zigzag manner. This resulted in my reaching the rest house in
only 3 hours.

Coming down

After a hearty breakfast and a soothing hot shower, we
started our descent around 11.00am. The effort to control
our steps going down proved to be even more difficult, and
the jolting action on our knee joints was most excruciatingly
painful. A word of advice: please attempt this climb during
your younger days when your knee joints have not yet worn
out. This was compounded by the continuous jabbing
movement of our toenails against the inner surface of our
shoes. One key factor during the descent was proper
footwear to minimise pain. Yes, during the ascent use hiking
boots with large coarse soles but while going down, change
to strapped sandals which allow your toenails to be free from
any obtrusive action of the boots.

Upon reaching the park HQ at 2.00pm, we had lunch and
were chatting with a new acquaintance from Singapore. This
young guy had already been to the base camps of Everest
and K2. He was astounded by the way the Gunung Kinabalu
climb was organised. Compared to the 2 or 3 weeks slow
hike up the Himalayas or Annapurna, this was an extremely
intensive, dangerous and accident-prone 2 days climb. He
was adamant that proper climbing skills be employed by the
guides and park authorities. I kind of agree with his
viewpoint and hope that nothing untoward happens before
safety measures are improved. Anyway, we were all happy to
conclude our expedition with good results.

Recovery Phase

During the following days, the climb took its toll on us. We
were almost walking like penguins, shuffling around, and
every step we took required enormous effort. My big toes
were already swollen and the nails almost avulsed off their
bases. Anyway, I can safely say if given another shot at it, I
would definitely not miss the chance to again surmount
Gunung Kinabalu. And to those who may wish to do it, my
advice, taking the cue from the Nike advert: "JUST DO IT".2

<razif7478@yahoo.com>
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Announcements

NEW ORDINARY MEMBERS

Dr Lim Tee Kiap
430 Lorong S2A 10/6
Green Street Home 2
Seremban 2, 70300
Seremban
Negeri Sembilan

Dr Azurin Chan Mohd
Mansor
2125 Taman PKNK
Jalan Tun Abdul Razak
05200 Alor Setar, Kedah

Dr Unnikrishnan
Gopinathan
276 Jalan 10A
Taman Dato Tan Yew Lai
Batu 6, Jalan Puchong
58200 Kuala Lumpur

Dr Anu Ratna Gopal
15 Taman Sejati
Off Jalan Sekerat
08000 Sungai Petani, Kedah

Dr Mehala Baskaran
16 Persiaran BLM 8
Bandar Laguna Merbok
08000 Sungai Petani, Kedah

Dr Khamini Ramanujam
27 BLM 4/12
Bandar Laguna Merbok
08000 Sungai Petani, Kedah

Dr Noor Hayati Mohd
Sharif
No 26 Persiaran Pakatan
Jaya 8
Taman Pakatan Jaya
31150 Ulu Kinta, Perak

Dr Khoo Kim Kea
92 Jalan Foo Win Yin
Canning Garden
31400 Ipoh, Perak

NEW LIFE MEMBERS

Dr Chong Sze Yee
112 Leboh 
Semangat 1
Taman Rapat Indah
31350 Ipoh
Perak

Dr Chua Bee Sim
17 Jalan Kepayang
Taman Kinta
31400 Ipoh, Perak

Dr Siti Aishah Saidin
266 Laluan Taman Meru 2
Taman Meru 1B
30020 Jelapang, 
Ipoh, Perak

Dr Ng Su Yuen
85 Jalan Yeoh Chai Lye
Ipoh Garden
31400 Ipoh, Perak

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

Dr Heong Yee Gian
9 Persiaran Pengkalan Timur
24
Medan Pengkalan Impian
31650 Ipoh, 
Perak

FRATERNITY

4th WORLD CONGRESS OF THE WORLD
SOCIETY FOR PAEDIATRIC INFECTIOUS

DISEASES - WSPID 2005
Date : 1-4 September 2005 

Venue : Warsaw, Poland

Address : 4th World Congress of Paediatric
Infectious Diseases - WSPID 2005
Kenes International
17 Rue du Cendrier, P.O.Box 1726
CH-1211 Geneva 1, Switzerland

Phone : 41 22 908 0488

Fax : 41 22 732 2850

Email : wspid2005@kenes.com

Website : www.kenes.com/wspid2005

6th MOH-AMM SCIENTIFIC MEETING 2005

"INTERFACING CLINICAL MEDICINE, MEDICAL
RESEARCH AND PUBLIC HEALTH"

Date : 1-3 September 2005 

Venue : The Legend Hotel Kuala Lumpur

Address : Secretariat 2nd NATCAM 
Academy of Medicine Malaysia
Secretariat 19 Jalan Folly Barat 50480
Kuala Lumpur

Phone : 603 2093 0100/603 2093 0200

Fax : 603 2093 0900

Email : acadmed@po.jaring.my

3rd NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON INTENSIVE
CARE "INTENSIVE CARE IN TRAUMA"

Date : 9-11 September 2005 

Venue : Sunway Pyramid Convention Centre
Petaling Jaya

Address : Congress Secretariat 19 
Jalan Folly Barat 50480 
Kuala Lumpur

Phone : 603 2093 0100/603 2093 0200

Fax : 603 2093 0900

Email : acadmed@po.jaring.my

Website : ncic.org.my

2nd INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON BIRTH
DEFECTS & DISABILITIES IN THE DEVELOPING

WORLD
Date : 11-14 September 2005 

Venue : Beijing, China

Address : Organising Secretariat International
Dept, Chinese Medical Association 42
Dongsi Xidajie Beijing 100710, China

Phone : 86 10 6524 9989 ext 2462

Fax : 86 10 6512 3754

Email : chinaconference2005@cdc.gov

Website : www.chinamed.com.cn/birthdefects

7th ASIAN CONGRESS OF DERMATOLOGY

INCORPORATING THE 5TH REGIONAL
CONFERENCE OF PAEDIATRIC DERMATOLOGY

"CLINICAL DERMATOLOGY IN ASIA - 2005
AND BEYOND"

Date : 28 September-1 October 2005 

Venue : Hilton Kuala Lumpur and Le Meridien
Hotels Kuala Lumpur

Address : Congress Secretariat 
7th Asian Congress of Dermatology 
19 Jalan Folly Barat 50480 
Kuala Lumpur

Phone : 603 2093 0100/603 2093 0200

Fax : 603 2093 0900

Email : acadmed@po.jaring.my

Website : www.asianderm.org


